Listen to The Edge, Live Streaming, Audio on Demand On the Edge is a 2001 Irish film directed by John Carney and starring Cillian Murphy, Tricia Vessey, Jonathan Jackson and Stephen Rea. The dramedy tells the story of suicidal patients discovering their true selves while going through therapy. On The Edge » by Leisl Adams Since launching in 2012, On The Edge events have helped marketers tackle challenges across the entire marketing mix, with our engaging sector-specific and general audience. Food on the Edge MOTE presents about six concerts each year featuring visiting artists as well as the Music of the Edge. Logan on the Edge 28 Sep 2015. On the Edge of Automation. Five hundred years from now, says venture capitalist Steve Jurvetson, less than 10 percent of people on the planet Encounters on the Edge ON THE EDGE KNIFE SHARPENING was formed in 2008, when I decided to focus more on what makes me happy in life - working with my hands. I specialize in sharpening.